We present an algorithm for completing program sketches (partial programs, with holes), in which evaluation and example-based synthesis are interleaved until the program is complete and produces a value. Our approach combines and extends recent advances in live programming with holes and type-and-example-directed synthesis of recursive functions over algebraic data types. Novel to our formulation is the ability to simultaneously solve interdependent synthesis goals-the key technique, called live bidirectional evaluation, iteratively solves constraints that arise during "forward" evaluation of candidate completions and propagates examples "backward" through partial results.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances have enabled synthesizing complex recursive functions over datatypes in richlytyped functional programming languages. One approach-employed by L [Kneuss et al. 2013 ] and S [Polikarpova et al. 2016 ]-uses fine-grained logical predicates to specify synthesis tasks and solver-based algorithms to complete them. Another approach-employed by E [Albarghouthi et al. 2013 ], λ 2 [Feser et al. 2015] , and M [Osera and Zdancewic 2015] , and its successor [Frankle et al. 2016 ]-uses input-output example specifications in various ways. These techniques are expressive, enabling a variety of complex functions to be synthesized entirely. However, these techniques have not yet generally been incorporated into systems that allow the user to provide partial implementations, with missing pieces to be filled in.
The "sketching" approach to program synthesis offers a compelling such workflow: the programmer writes a partial program, called a sketch, that defines the structure of a desired implementation with holes-constrained by ordinary assert statements in the program-to be completed by the synthesizer [Solar-Lezama 2008; Torlak and Bodik 2013] . Holes in the sketch may appear in arbitrary positions and may depend on one another. Program sketching has been thoroughly developed to support completion of integer-typed holes-at compile-time in the imperative C-like language S [Solar- Lezama 2008] , and at run-time in the untyped functional language R Bodik 2013, 2014 ]-but not yet for richly-typed functional programming languages.
As a step towards blending these approaches, we focus our work in this paper on the question: Can example-based program synthesis support sketching for functional programs?
Limitations. Nevertheless, the following limitations preclude even broader utility.
(A) To synthesize a recursive function, M requires that input-output examples include those for any recursive calls internal to the solution. As Osera and Zdancewic [2015, § 5 .3] discuss, providing such trace complete examples [Polikarpova et al. 2016, §5] "proved to be difficult initially" and "discovering ways to get around this restriction ... would greatly help in converting this type-directed synthesis style into a usable tool. " (B) The user cannot provide M a sketch, neither to encode domain-specific insight to guide the search, nor to specify multiple, interdependent synthesis tasks. Instead, examples for each task must be specified separately, and each task is solved separately and completely.
Technically, these limitations originate from how, in the guess-and-check subroutine, M checks whether a candidate expression e satisfies example constraints of the form E ⊢ • |= ex. The essence of the approach is shown below. In the environment E, the C rule first evaluates the expression to a value and then checks whether satisfies the example ex. To check whether a function fix f (λx .e) satisfies input-output examples { i → ex i } i ∈[n] , the C I O rule evaluates the function on each input i and recursively checks satisfaction of the output ′ i . This approach presents two obstacles. First, to test a function, C I O replaces f
Live Bidirectional Evaluation. The key innovation to combine sketching and M is a technique for checking example satisfaction, called live bidirectional evaluation, that comprises two parts:
(1) A live evaluator e ⇒ r that partially evaluates a sketch by proceeding around holes, producing a result r which is either a value or an indeterminate expression that, when the necessary holes are filled, will continue evaluating safely (an approach borrowed from Omar et al. [2019] ); and
(2) A live unevaluator r ⇐ ex ⊣ K that, given a result r to be checked against example ex, computes a set of constraints K-over possibly many holes in the sketch-that, if satisfied, ensure the result will eventually produce a value satisfying ex.
Live bidirectional evaluation addresses both Limitations A and B. As shown below in L C , live bidirectional evaluation serves as a replacement for the simpler evaluate-and-check approach. Furthermore, because holes can appear in arbitrary expression positions (e.g. within the body of a recursive function being synthesized), our approach in L C I O is simply to test each input-output pair via (live bidirectional) evaluation-recursive calls will generate additional constraints, rather than requiring them to be part of trace-complete examples from the user.
Contributions. This paper presents new example-directed synthesis techniques that support sketching for richly-typed, functional programming languages. Formally, we present a calculus of recursive functions, algebraic datatypes, and holes-called C S M -which includes the following technical contributions.
• We present live unevaluation, a technique that-together with live evaluation [Omar et al. 2019 ]checks example satisfaction in the presence of sketches. Live bidirectional evaluation is, thus, core to the guess-and-check subroutine of example-based synthesis. ( §3.5) • We observe that live bidirectional evaluation can also be used to simplify ordinary program assertions into the kind of example constraints required by M . This allows examples to be provided indirectly by the flow of holes throughout evaluation, rather than directly (i.e. syntactically) on holes in the source code. ( §4.1) • We re-formulate M -style techniques to make appropriate use of sketches and live bidirectional evaluation, resulting in a synthesis algorithm that (a) alleviates the trace-completeness requirement of M and (b) iteratively solves multiple interdependent tasks. ( §4.2)
We implement our calculus in a prototype system, called S M , and we evaluate the system with two empirical methods.
• We synthesize 37 benchmarks from the M benchmark suite, on average using 55% of the number of examples (without sketches) in S M -because examples need not be trace-complete. ( §5.1) • We identify three simple and common sketching strategies, and we apply them systematically to the M benchmarks. The results show that, when a strategy applies, it can reduce the number of examples required and/or the running time needed to synthesize a task. ( §5.1) Paper Outline. Next, in §2, we work through several simple examples in detail to provide an overview of our approach. We formally define live bidirectional evaluation in §3 and the synthesis pipeline in §4. We describe our implementation and experiments in §5, before concluding with a discussion of related and future work in §6 and §7. Appendix A contains additional definitions.
OVERVIEW
In this section, we walk through several simple programming tasks in S M . The specific user interface in our implementation is not a technical contribution or focus of this paper. Nevertheless, we describe user interactions in S M to provide a glimpse of how future "live" programming environments [Kubelka et al. 2018; McDirmid 2013; Tanimoto 2013] might employ the new synthesis techniques.
Our examples involve a small library of natural numbers, outlined below. In the exposition, we employ several syntactic conveniences not currently implemented in our prototype-differences are described in §5. Hole expressions ??_i are labeled with unique identifiers; in our implementation, these are automatically generated when omitted by the user. The literals 0, 1, 2, etc. in examples are syntactic sugar for the corresponding Nats.
1 type Nat = Z | S Nat plus, minus, mult, max : Nat -> Nat -> Nat
Example 1: Plus
We begin with a type signature and single input-output example for plus.
2 plus : Nat -> Nat -> Nat 3 plus m n = ??_0 4 5 assert (plus 2 0 == 2) When the program is evaluated, the assertion generates the example (m → 2, n → 0) ⊢ • 0 |= 2 for hole ?? 0 . "Direct" example constraints like this can be resolved using the synthesis techniques from M [Osera and Zdancewic 2015] .
Type-Directed Guessing (à la M ). We review the main ideas of M to provide a selfcontained overview of their approach and our extensions. Next to the code listings below, we write "current" sets of constraints and solutions, if any, in comments adjacent to holes. We also show solutions (i.e. hole fillings) inside boxes, such as 2 + n . Constraints and solutions are shown next to code only for exposition, to aid the discussion; they are not part of the user interface in S M . During the walkthrough, new constraints are labeled with asterisks and existing constraints are shown in gray (even when just giving existing constraints new names).
In the first "stage" of synthesis, S M searches for "small" expressions-literals, variables, and applications of data constructors to small expressions. For the single constraint on hole ??_0, three such solutions are found: m and S S n (i.e. 2 + n) and S S Z (i.e. 2).
Displaying Solutions. S M displays these solutions in a pop-up menu (not shown); the user hovers solutions in the menu to preview the resulting changes in the code editor (also not shown) and clicks to choose one.
By default, S M shows (up to) three non-recursive solutions and (up to) three recursive solutions, ranked according to simple heuristics. These (up to) six options are referred to as the solution window. The user can also ask to see more solutions, if any, found during the current synthesis stage.
Examples via Partially Evaluated Assertions. Not surprisingly-given that we provided only one input-output example-none of these expressions implement the desired functionality of plus. So, we decide to add two more input-output examples, aiming to "cover" the corner cases: assert (plus 0 0 = and assert (plus 0 1 == 1).
Rather than with three separate assert statements, we decide to specify the examples by calling the library function specifyFunction2 (lines 9-10), which takes a binary function f and list of triples (x,y,z)-each a test case with two inputs and the expected output-and generates the list of assertions assert (f x y == z). Notice that these input-output examples are no longer syntactically apparent in the source program, but rather emerge by partially evaluating the sketch.
Using the live programming with holes technique proposed by Omar et al. [2019] , S M evaluates sketches by proceeding "around" hole expressions that reach evaluation position, allowing other expressions not dependent on them to evaluate further. Each time a hole ?? h reaches evaluation position, the resulting hole closure of the form [E] ?? h records the environment E. (In contrast, in languages without direct support for holes, the typical workaround raise Not implemented as a placeholder for the body of plus would terminate evaluation as soon as the function is called for the first time.)
The result of the call to specifyFunction2 in this case produces two new example constraints, shown on lines 14-15. Small expressions are not sufficient to satisfy all three constraints. Therefore, S M begins the next stage of synthesis, guessing (small) expressions on which to branch. 9 specifyFunction2 plus 10 [ (2, 0, 2), (0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1) ] 11 12 plus m n = 13 ??_0 --(m → 2, n → 0) ⊢ • 0 |= 2 (Constraint 0.1) 
To constrain the two new subgoals, the three constraints (0.1) through (0.3) for the previous goal, ??_0, are distributed across the subgoals, depending on how the scrutinee m evaluates in each world environment. The first subgoal is defined by constraints (0.2) and (0.3), because those world environments bind m to 0. The variable n constitutes the only small solution to these two constraints.
The second subgoal is defined by constraint (0.1), where the environment binds m to 2-the environment for the new constraint (2.1) subgoal is extended to bind the pattern variable m to 1. The three expressions from before-m and S S n and S S Z-are still valid solutions; now S m also evaluates to 2.
In addition to the four solutions above-the one solution for ??_1 paired with one of the four for ??_2-there are analogous solutions for a search path that chooses to branch on n, rather than m. These solutions do not implement the desired functionality of plus, however; none is even recursive.
To further specify the task, we add a fourth input-output example (plus 1 2 == 3) which gets evaluated and distributed to the S branch. 
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S m ->
Synthesizing Recursive Functions Without Trace Complete Examples. When describing the environments above, we did not pay attention to the fact that plus-the function S M is working to synthesize-is recursive and part of the environments in example constraints. Thus, recursive calls to plus may be guessed.
Consider the branch of search where S M is working on the second node in the refinement tree (lines 41-42). In this case, the name plus binds the following: Suppose that subgoal ??_2b (as opposed to ??_1) is chosen next. S M starts guessing well-typed, structurally-decreasing, and non-nested applications to plus-namely, plus m n, plus m n , and plus m n .
Consider the guess plus m n, in which case plus binds the following; notice how the "current guess" fills the second branch: Simply (live) evaluating and (live bidirectionally) checking the four test cases on line 26 produces the constraints on the base case, ??_1, below. This goal can be completed by n, thus providing the following complete solution for plus.
Notice that the four tests exercise the main four cases of plus-two zero arguments, two nonzero arguments, and one of each-but they are not trace-complete-we did not provide examples for plus 1 0 or plus 0 2. Instead, when evaluating the first test, plus 2 0 == 2, internally plus 1 0 was evaluated internally and led to constraint (1.1)-also generated by the second test. And when evaluating the fourth test, plus 1 2 == 3, internally plus 0 2 was evaluated and led to the new constraint (1.3). Thus, live bidirectional evaluation allows S M to generate additional constraints that would otherwise have to be provided by the user.
(When considering other guesses for the subgoal ??_2b-and when considering the nodes ??_2a and ??_2c in the refinement tree-the resulting constraints do not lead to a solution. Thus, the solution above is the only recursive solution offered in the solution window by S M .)
Example 2: Max
The previous example demonstrated how, given a goal type and examples, S M (i) partially evaluates a program, using (partially evaluated) assertions to derive example constraints for synthesis, and (ii) uses live bidirectional evaluation when guessing-and-checking to avoid requiring trace-complete examples. Next, we describe an example where the user provides a sketch, rather asking S M to synthesize a task entirely.
User-Defined Sketches. The max function, to return the maximum of two naturals, happens to be a task apparently difficult for the example-based search techniques, requiring 8 examples in S M . 5 of these 8 examples include zero as one or both arguments. Instead, if the user sketches the easy, zero cases for max, as shown below, just a few input-output examples are sufficient to complete the task (i.e. the recursive case).
max : Nat -> Nat -> Nat max m n = case (m, n) of (Z, _) -> n (_, Z) -> m (S m , S n ) -> ?? --S (max m' n') specifyFunction2 max [ (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (3, 1, 3) ] User-provided sketches are handled in the same way as the internally-created sketches described above; they can be partially evaluated and used to check satisfaction of still-incomplete solutions. The max sketch demonstrates a programming task in which domain knowledge from the user can be split naturally across a partial implementation and input-output examples.
Example 3: Minus
Next, we describe a task where the structure of partially evaluated assertions are more complex than in the previous examples.
To implement minus, we have the idea to iteratively subtract from a until b becomes 0. We provide an initial sketch and a couple input-output examples. For readability, we choose hole names that correspond to the desired completions. [ (2, 0, 2), (3, 2, 1) ] The assertion minus 2 0 == 2 produces a constraint and corresponding solution (lines 52 and 53) much like we have already discussed. Evaluating the assertion minus 3 2 == 1, however, presents a new challenge: the partially evaluated expression to be constrained is not directly a hole closure.
Indeterminate Results. Figure 1 shows several evaluation steps that stem from the function call minus 3 2. Starting in the initial environment E that binds the recursive function itself, the first several steps proceed as usual.
First, the arguments 3 and 2 are evaluated, bound to a and b in E 32 , the environment used to evaluate the body of minus (the subscript "32" is chosen to indicate the value bindings of a and b). Second, within the function body, the variables a and b are resolved to 3 and 2. Third, these values are scrutinized and determined to match the pattern for the first branch; the bindings 2 and 1 for a and b , respectively, appear in the extended environment E ′ 32 .
Program Synthesis with Live Bidirectional Evaluation 1:9 Fourth is to evaluate the recursive call in the first branch (line 50). Here we reach two hole expressions ??_a ′ and ??_b ′ , each closed by the current environment E ′ 32 . Fifth, inside the function body again, these hole closures are bound to a and b in the environment E ′′ 32 . The sixth step immediately retrieves these two values and discriminates them. But hole closures are indeterminate-their outer value structure has not yet been determined-so evaluate choose an appropriate branch. Thus, the seventh step closes over the case expression producing an indeterminate case expression r 32 , which can be resumed when the hole closures resolve to determinate forms-in this case, applications of Nat constructors.
Indirect Example Constraints. The result r 32 cannot proceed, yet the run-time assertion declares that it produce the value 1. Our key observation is such evaluation requirements r ⇒ can be used to "indirectly" constrain holes, specifically those that have blocked the result from evaluating to a determinate form. In particular, we can reuse the notion of live bidirectional evaluation-so far used to define a notion of guessing-and-checking for sketches-to turn the assertion r 32 ⇒ 1 into ordinary example constraints-over possibly many other holes in the program-that would ensure that r 32 would indeed resume evaluating to the value 1.
For an indeterminate case like this, first we need to evaluate the case to determine which branch to take. The task, to find an appropriate well-typed expression to scrutinize, is the same as typedirected guessing above. Once a scrutinee has been chosen, live evaluation reveals the kind of data constructor it produces, at which point we recursively live unevaluate the branch expression such that it produces the desired value .
For this sketch and these two examples, S M produces two solutions:
These solutions are over-specialized, so we add a third input-output example below. Given this, S M produces the desired implementation as the only option.
specifyFunction2 minus [ (2, 0, 2), (3, 2, 1), (3, 1, 2) ]
Example 4: Mult
To round out our small library of naturals, we sketch a recursive solution to mult in terms of plus (using three holes as arguments). Given this specification, S M synthesizes the appropriate missing arguments to plus and mult. As with minus, live bidirectional evaluation untangles the interplay between indeterminate branching in plus and mult. Suppose we want to generalize this into a function stutter_n, that will stutter its arguments n times-relying on an unimplemented helper function replicate to process each element. Given three input-output examples for stutter_n, S M synthesizes a correct implementation for the replicate function. Recap. To recap, the live programming with synthesis workflow in S M consists of (1) partially evaluating a sketch, and then using live bidirectional evaluation to convert (partially evaluated) assertions into example constraints that can be handled by M -style synthesis; and (2) M -style synthesis extended with live bidirectional evaluation for guessing-and-checking candidate expressions.
Examples ex ::
LIVE BIDIRECTIONAL EVALUATION WITH EXAMPLES
Having worked through an overview of the S M system, next we formally define live evaluation E ; F ⊢ e ⇒ r and live unevaluation F ⊢ r ⇐ ex ⊣ K for a calculus called C S M . We choose a natural semantics (big-step, environmentstyle) presentation [Kahn 1987 ], though our techniques can be re-formulated for a small-step, substitution-style model. Compared to the notation for live bidirectional evaluation introduced in §1, here we refer to environments E and F -often typeset in light gray font to emphasize that environments would "fade away" in a substitution-style presentation.
Our formulation proceeds in several steps. First, in §3.1 and §3.2, we define the syntax and type checking judgements of C S M . Next, in §3.3, we present live evaluation, which borrows the live programming with holes technique from H L [Omar et al. 2019] ; to keep the presentation self-contained, we defer comparisons to H L to §6. Lastly, novel to our work, we define example satisfaction in §3.4 and live unevaluation in §3.5. In §4, we build a synthesis pipeline around the combination of live evaluation and unevaluation. Figure 2 defines the syntax of C S M , a calculus of recursive functions, unit, pairs, and (named, recursive) algebraic datatypes. We say "products" to refer collectively to unit and pairs.
Syntax
Datatypes. We assume a fixed datatype environment Σ, where each datatype D is defined with some number n of constructors C i , each of which carries a single argument of type T i -that is, the type of C i is T i → D. Rather than supporting arbitrary-arity constructors-as in the technical formulation of Osera and Zdancewic [2015]-we choose single-arity constructors and productsfollowing the formulation by Frankle [2015] -to lighten the presentation of synthesis in §4.
Final Results and Environments
Expressions and Holes. The expression forms on the first three lines are standard functions, product, and constructor forms, respectively. The expressions prj i ∈[2] e and prj i ∈[2] e project the first and second components of a pair. We require that each case expression has one branch for each of the n constructors C i corresponding to the type of the scrutinee e. Our formulation does not support nested patterns for simplicity. Hole expressions ?? h can appear arbitrarily within expressions-i.e. expressions are sketches [Solar-Lezama 2008]. We assume that each hole in a sketch has a unique name h. We sometimes write ?? when the name is not referred to. For each hole ?? h in a sketch, hole environments ∆ defines the contextual type (Γ ⊢ • : T ) to describes what expressions can "fill" the hole [Nanevski et al. 2008] .
Results. C S M includes a separate grammar of evaluation results r -with evaluation environments E that map variables to results-to support the definition of big-step, environmentstyle evaluation E ⊢ e ⇒ r below. Because of holes, results are not conventional values. Terminating evaluations produce two kinds of final results; neither kind of result is stuck (i.e. erroneous).
The four result forms on the first line-on their own-correspond to what would be the values in a conventional natural semantics (without holes). In C S M , these are determinate results that can be eliminated in a type-appropriate position- Figure 3 defines the predicate r det to identify such results, and type checking is discussed below. Note that a recursive function closure [E] fix f (λx .e) stores an environment E that binds the free variables of the function body e, except the name f of the function itself. We sometimes write λx .e for non-recursive functions.
The four result forms on the second line are unique to the presence of holes. These results are indeterminate, because a hole has reached elimination position. We sometimes refer to indeterminate results as "partially evaluated expressions. " Figure 3 defines the predicate r indet to identify such results. The primordial indeterminate result is a hole closure [E] ?? h -the environment binds the free variables that a hole-filling expression may refer to. An indeterminate application r 1 r 2 appears when the function has not yet evaluated to a function closure (i.e. r 1 indet); we require that r 2 be final in accordance with our eager evaluation semantics, discussed below. An indeterminate projection prj i ∈[2] r appears when the argument has not yet evaluated to a pair (i.e. r indet).
appears when the scrutinee has not yet evaluated to a constructor application (i.e. r indet)-like with function and hole closures, the environment E is used when evaluation resumes with the appropriate branch. The inverse constructor application form C −1 r on the third line is used internally by live unevaluation and is discussed in §3.5.
Examples.
A synthesis goal (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) describes a hole ?? h to be filled in accordance with the contextual type (Γ ⊢ • : T ) and example constraints X . As described in §1, each example constraint (E ⊢ • |= ex) requires that any expression to fill the hole must, in environment E, satisfy example ex. Examples include simple values , which are first-order product values or constructor applications; input-output examples { → ex}, which constrain function-typed holes; and top ⊤, which imposes no constraints. We sometimes refer to example constraints simply as "examples" when the meaning is clear from context.
We define three simple functions below. The coercion ⌈r ⌉ = (the three rules below on the topleft) "downcasts" a result to a simple value. The coercion ⌊ ⌋ = r (top-right) "upcasts" a simple value to a result. The Filter (X ) function (bottom) removes constraints involving the top example. Like evaluation, resumption is deterministic and produces final results. Resumption evaluates results "as far as possible" given a hole-filling.
Type Checking
Live Evaluation
E ; F ⊢ e ⇒ r E ⊢ e ⇒ r F ⊢ r ⇒ r ′ E ; F ⊢ e ⇒ r ′ Expression Evaluation E ⊢ e ⇒ r [E U ] E ⊢ () ⇒ () [E P ] { E ⊢ e i ⇒ r i } i ∈[2] E ⊢ (e 1 , e 2 ) ⇒ (r 1 , r 2 ) [E C ] E ⊢ e ⇒ r E ⊢ C e ⇒ C r [E F ] E ⊢ fix f (λx .e) ⇒ [E] fix f (λx .e) [E V ] x → r ∈ E E ⊢ x ⇒ r [E H ] E ⊢ ?? h ⇒ [E] ?? h [E A ] E ⊢ e 1 ⇒ r 1 E ⊢ e 2 ⇒ r 2 r 1 = [E f ] fix f (λx .e f ) E f , f → r 1 , x → r 2 ⊢ e f ⇒ r E ⊢ e 1 e 2 ⇒ r [E A I ] E ⊢ e 1 ⇒ r 1 E ⊢ e 2 ⇒ r 2 r 1 [E f ] fix f (λx .e f ) E ⊢ e 1 e 2 ⇒ r 1 r 2 [E P ] E ⊢ e ⇒ (r 1 , r 2 ) E ⊢ prj i ∈[2] e ⇒ r i [E P I ] E ⊢ e ⇒ r r (r 1 , r 2 ) E ⊢ prj i ∈[2] e ⇒ prj i ∈[2] r [E C ] ∃j ∈ [1, n] E ⊢ e ⇒ C j r E, x j → r ⊢ e j ⇒ r j E ⊢ case e of {C i x i → e i } i ∈[n] ⇒ r j [E C I ] E ⊢ e ⇒ r j ∈ [1, n], r j s.t . r = C j r j r ′ = [E] case r of {C i x i → e i } i ∈[n] E ⊢ case e of {C i x i → e i } i ∈[n] ⇒ r ′ Resumption (excerpt from Figure 18 of Appendix A) F ⊢ r ⇒ r ′ F ⊢ E ⇒ E ′ [R H R ] F (h) = e h E ⊢ e h ⇒ r F ⊢ r ⇒ r ′ F ⊢ [E] ?? h ⇒ r ′ [R H I ] h dom(F ) F ⊢ E ⇒ E ′ F ⊢ [E] ?? h ⇒ [E ′ ] ?? h
Soundness. Type checking and evaluation are related by type soundness properties defined in Appendix A. Formulating a progress property in a big-step semantics is complicated by the fact that non-terminating computations are not necessarily distinguished from stuck ones [Leroy and Grall 2009] . Using a technique similar to that described by Ancona [2014] , we augment evaluation with a natural number k that limits the depth of an evaluation derivation.
Example Satisfaction
Having defined how to partially evaluate a sketch to a result in C S M , in Figure 6 we define what it means for a result to satisfy an example. To decide whether expression e satisfies example constraint (E ⊢ • |= ex), the S rule (live) evaluates the expression to a result r and then checks whether r satisfies ex. The XS T rule accepts all results. The remaining rules break down input-output examples (XS I O ) into equality checks for products and constructors at the leaves (XS U , XS P , and XS C
). Although hole closures may appear in a satisfying result, they may not be directly checked, i.e., discriminated against a product, constructor, or inputoutput example. The purpose of live unevaluation is to provide an algorithmic notion of example consistency to accompany this "ground-truth" notion of example satisfaction.
Live Unevaluation
Live unevaluation F ⊢ r ⇐ ex ⊣ K (Figure 7) produces constraints K over holes in the program that are sufficient to ensure example satisfaction F ⊢ r |= ex. Live bidirectional example checking F ⊢ e ⇋ X ⊣ K (Figure 7 ) lifts this notion to expressions and sets of examples: the L C rule appeals to live evaluation followed by live unevaluation. The following properties characterize the relationship between live bidirectional evaluation and example satisfaction.
Unevaluation Constraints. Two kinds of constraints K are generated by unevaluation (cf. Figure 2) . The first is a context U of bindings h → X that maps unfilled holes ?? h to sets X of example constraints (E ⊢ • |= ex). The second is a hole-filling F which, as discussed below, is used as an optimization for implementation. The former are "hole example contexts, " analogous to hole type contexts ∆; the metavariable U serves as a mnemonic for holes left unfilled by a hole-filling F . Figure 7 defines constraint satisfaction F |= K by checking that (i) F subsumes any fillings F 0 in K and (ii) F satisfies the examples X i for each hole ?? h i constrained by K. Figure 7 also shows the signature of two constraint merge operators. The "syntactic" merge operation K 1 ⊕ K 2 pairwise combines fillings F and example contexts U in a straightforward way. Syntactically merged constraints may describe holes ?? h both with fillings in F and example constraints X in U ; the "semantic" operation Merge(F ) uses live bidirectional example checking to check consistency in such situations. The full definitions can be found in Appendix A.
Simple Unevaluation Rules. Analogous to the five example satisfaction rules (prefixed "XS " in Figure 6) . What remains is to break down the "indirect" unevaluation goals for more complex indeterminate result forms into "direct" example constraints on holes.
Indeterminate Function Applications. Consider an indeterminate function application r 1 r 2 , with the goal that it produce some example ex. In general, r 2 can be an arbitrarily complicated Program Synthesis with Live Bidirectional Evaluation 1:17 (partially evaluated) expression, so it is impossible to locally generate sufficient constraints to ensure that the function application will eventually produce the desired result. We can, however, if r 2 is restricted to simple (first-order) values 2 .
For indeterminate applications of the form r 1 2 the U A rule recursively unevaluates the input-output example { 2 → ex} to the indeterminate function r 1 . If and when this example reaches a hole, then U H will generate an example constraint, to be filled by synthesis (with a function value that satisfies the input-output example). If this example reaches a function, then the U F rule will use this as a "test" to make sure the receiving function is indeed consistent with this input-output example-the first premise calls the function on 2 , and the second premise recursively unevaluates the intended output example ex to the result of the function call.
Indeterminate Projections. The U P 1 and U P 2 rules unevaluate examples to an indeterminate projection by using the top example ⊤ as a placeholder for the component to be left unconstrained. For example, unevaluating 1 to prj 1 [E] ?? h results in h → (E ⊢ • |= (1 , ⊤) ).
Indeterminate Case Expressions. Consider the following indeterminate case expression and the goal to unevaluate the number 1:
Intuitively, this requires that the scrutinee evaluates to Just 1, that is, h → (− ⊢ • |= Just 1).
To compute this constraint, the U C rule attempts to unevaluate ex back along each branch j. The first premise unevaluates C j ⊤ to the scrutinee r , generating any constraints K 1 required to guarantee that r produce an application of constructor C j . If successful, the next step is to evaluate the corresponding branch expression e j and check that it is consistent with the goal ex. However, the argument to the constructor will only be available after all constraints are solved and evaluation resumes.
We introduce the inverse constructor application C j −1 r (Figure 2) as a way to bridge this gap between constraint generation and constraint solving. To proceed down the branch expression, we bind the pattern variable x j to C j −1 r ; later, when evaluation resumes and the scrutinee does produce a C j r ′ result, the inverse constructor retrieves the argument r ′ . Locally, this allows U C to evaluate the branch to some result r j , which the third premise can use to unevaluate the goal ex, generating constraints K 2 . For the example above, the result of evaluating the second branch expression, x, is Just −1 [] (?? h ). Unevaluating 1 to Just −1 [] (?? h ) generates the constraint h → (− ⊢ • |= Just −1 1). Finally, the U I C rule transfers the example from the inverse constructor application to a (forward) constructor application, producing h → (− ⊢ • |= Just 1).
This interplay between U C and U I C allows unevaluation to resolve branching decisions without making explicit choices as a hole-filling. The downside of this "lazy" approach is the significant degree of non-determinism. To facilitate a more efficient approach for an implementation, the U C G rule refers to an uninterpreted predicate Guesses(∆, Σ, r ) that "eagerly" chooses a hole-filling F ′ that determines the scrutinee r (i.e., resumes r to some constructor application C j −1 ). In §4 and §5, we describe our concrete implementation of Guesses in S M . The U C G rule is the source of hole-filling constraints produced by unevaluation; recall that U H is the source of example constraints.
SYNTHESIS PIPELINE
Live bidirectional evaluation addresses the key technical challenge for combining program sketching and example-based synthesis, namely, how to check example satisfaction for sketches. To complete the story, what remains is to (1) derive example constraints from sketches and (2) solve the resulting constraints. In S M , the following synthesis pipeline addresses these concerns. Expressions e ::= · · · | assert (e 1 = e 2 ) Assertions A :
Typing and Evaluation (extends Figure 4 and Figure 5 )
Changes to evaluation rules in Figure 5 : constraints are propagated from premises to conclusions. See Figure 16 in Appendix A for more details.
Result Consistency
Ex. Satisfaction and Checking (changes in Appendix A) F ⊢ e |= X Σ ; ∆ ; F ⊢ e ⇋ X ⊣ K (1) First, we extend the language with assert-statements that give rise to a set A of assertions as a side-effect of evaluation. Each assertion, of the form r i ⇒ i , is simplified into constraints K over holes in the sketch.
(2) Then, for each synthesis goal (Γ i ⊢ • h i : T i |= X i ) defined by K, we synthesize an appropriate expression with M -style techniques extended to use live bidirectional evaluation. In our formulation, the search to complete one hole may assume constraints over others. Thus, Solve iteratively solves interdependent goals until the set of constraints converges.
Constraint Collection
To serve as the source of example constraints for synthesis, we extend the expression language with the form assert (e 1 = e 2 ), as shown in Figure 8 .
Assertions via Result Consistency. A typical semantics for assert would require the expression results r 1 and r 2 to be equal, otherwise raising an exception. Rather than equality, in our approach the E A rule in Figure 8 checks result consistency, r 1 ≡ A r 2 , a notion of equality modulo assumptions A about indeterminate results (i.e. results with holes in elimination position). Determinate results are consistent if structurally equal, as checked by the RC R , RC P , and RC C rules. Indeterminate results r are defined to be consistent with simple values -the RC A 1 and RC A 2 rules generate assertions r ⇒ in such cases. Figure 9 and Figure 10 define the C S M procedures to solve constraints K, of the form (U ; F 0 ), collected from program assertions in a sketch. The filling F 0 represents any hole completions to which unevaluation has already (non-deterministically) committed-cf. the U C G rule in §3.5. The Solve procedure is the entry point for generating a filling F to complete the unfilled holes U .
Constraint Solving
Σ ; ∆ ; Solve(K) F ; ∆ ′ [S D ] Σ ; ∆ ; Solve(− ; F ) F ; ∆ [S O ] h ∈ dom(U ) ∆(h) = (Γ ⊢ • : T ) U (h) = X F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill K ; ∆ ′ Σ ; ∆ + + ∆ ′ ; Merge((U \h ; F ) ⊕ K) ⊲ K ′ Σ ; ∆ + + ∆ ′ ; Solve(K ′ ) F ′ ; ∆ ′′ Σ ; ∆ ; Solve(U ; F ) F ′ ; ∆ ′′ Hole Filling Σ ; ∆ ; F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill K ; ∆ ′ [G C ] (Γ ⊢ • : T ) guess e (F , h → e) ⊢ e ⇋ X ⊣ K F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill (− ; h → e ) ⊕ K ; − [R , B ] (Γ ⊢ • : T |= X ) { refine,branch } e ⊣ { (Γ i ⊢ • h i : T i |= X i ) } i ∈[n] ∆ ′ = { h i → (Γ i ⊢ • : T i ) } i ∈[n] F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill (( h 1 → X 1 , . . ., h n → X n ) ; h → e ) ; ∆ ′ [D ] X = (E 1 ⊢ • |= ⊤), . . ., (E n ⊢ • |= ⊤) n > 0 F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill (− ; h → ?? h ) ; −
Iterative Solving. Solve(U ; F ) is an iterative procedure that terminates, via S D , when no unfilled holes remain. Otherwise, the S O rule chooses an unfilled hole ?? h and forms the synthesis goal (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) from the hole type and example contexts ∆ and U . The hole filling procedure-discussed next-is used to complete the task, generating new constraints K. The new constraints are combined with the existing constraints using the semantic Merge operation (cf. §3.5), and the resulting constraints K ′ are recursively solved. (Figure 21 of Appendix A) Σ ; (Γ ⊢ • : T ) guess e Fig. 10 . Guessing, Refinement, and Branching.
Type-Directed Guessing
Type-and-Example-Directed Refinement
Σ ; ∆ ; (Γ ⊢ • : T |= X ) refine e ⊣ G [R U ] Filter (X ) = (E 1 ⊢ • |= ()) , . . . , (E n ⊢ • |= ()) (Γ ⊢ • : () |= X ) refine () ⊣ − [R P ] Filter (X ) = (E 1 ⊢ • |= (ex 11 , ex 12 )) , . . . , (E m ⊢ • |= (ex m1 , ex m2 )) New Goals, i = 1, 2 h i fresh G i = (Γ ⊢ • h i : T i |= X i ) X i = (E 1 ⊢ • |= ex 1i ) , . . . , (E m ⊢ • |= ex mi ) (Γ ⊢ • : (T 1 , T 2 ) |= X ) refine (?? h 1 , ?? h 2 ) ⊣ G 1 , G 2 [R C ] Filter (X ) = (E 1 ⊢ • |= C ex 1 ) , . . . , (E m ⊢ • |= C ex m ) Σ(D)(C) = T →D New Goal h 1 fresh G 1 = (Γ ⊢ • h 1 : T |= X 1 ) X 1 = (E 1 ⊢ • |= ex 1 ) , . . . , (E m ⊢ • |= ex m ) (Γ ⊢ • : D |= X ) refine C ?? h 1 ⊣ G 1 [R F ] Filter (X ) = (E 1 ⊢ • |= { 1 → ex 1 }), . . ., (E m ⊢ • |= { m → ex m }) New Goal h 1 fresh e = fix f (λx .?? h 1 ) G 1 = (Γ, f :T 1 →T 2 , x :T 1 ⊢ • h 1 : T 2 |= X 1 ) X 1 = (E 1 , f → [E 1 ] e, x → ⌊ 1 ⌋ ⊢ • |= ex 1 ), . . ., (E m , f → [E m ] e, x → ⌊ m ⌋ ⊢ • |= ex m ) (Γ ⊢ • : T 1 →T 2 |= X ) refine e ⊣ G 1
Type-and-Example-Directed Branching
Hole Filling à la M . Following Osera and Zdancewic [2015] , the core hole filling procedure F ; (Γ ⊢ • h : T |= X ) fill K ; ∆ ′ (Figure 9 ) augments type-directed guessing-and-checking (G C with example-directed refinement (R ) and branching (B ); these rules are discussed in turn below.
In contrast to the formulation in M , however, the C S M procedure (i) refers to the hole-filling F from previous synthesis tasks completed by Solve; (ii) may generate example constraints over other holes in the program; and (iii) may fill other holes in the program, in addition to the goal ?? h . We additionally include a rule, D , for tasks where all examples are topthese constraints are not imposed directly from program assertions, but are created internally by unevaluation. D "fills" such holes with ?? h .
Guessing-and-Checking. The G C rule uses the type-directed guessing procedure (Γ ⊢ • : T ) guess e (Figure 10) to generate a well-typed term e. Guessing amounts to straightforward inversion of expression type checking rules; Appendix A provides the full definition. The candidate expression e is then checked for example consistency using live bidirectional example checking (cf. Figure 7) . The resulting constraints K are the source of the aforementioned differences (i), (ii), and (iii) compared to the M hole filling procedure. Type-directed guessing also serves as one simple way to implement the Guesses(∆, Σ, r ) predicate for unevaluating case expressions, as discussed in §3.5.
Example-Directed Refinement. In contrast to simply enumerating well-typed terms, the R rule refers to the example-directed refinement procedure (Γ ⊢ • : T |= X ) refine e ⊣ G ( Figure 10 ) to quickly synthesize a partial solution e, which refers to freshly created holes ?? h 1 through ?? h n described by subgoals G. Using these results, R generates output constraints comprising the partial solution h → e and the new unfilled holes h 1 → X 1 through h n → X n . For the purposes of metatheory, the typings for fresh holes are recorded in output hole type context ∆ ′ .
Each of the refinement rules first uses Filter (X ) to remove top examples and then inspects the structure of the remaining examples. For unit-type goals, the R U simply synthesizes the unit expression (). For function-type goals, the R F rule synthesizes the function sketch fix f (λx .?? h 1 ). The environments inside example constraints X 1 for the function body ?? h 1 bind f to this function sketch (closed by the appropriate environments E i ). As a result, any recursive calls to f will evaluate to closures of ?? h 1 , to be constrained by live bidirectional example checking and thus avoiding the need for trace-complete examples (cf. Limitation A in §1). 1 2 Example-Directed Branching. Lastly, the B rule refers to the example-directed branching procedure (Γ ⊢ • : T |= X ) branch e ⊣ G (Figure 10) to guess an expression on which to branch. The signature of the branching procedure follows that of refinement. The single rule, B
C , chooses an arbitrary expression e (of arbitrary datatype D) to scrutinize, and then distributes the examples X onto the constructors C 1 through C n corresponding to the datatype D. The examples X i for the branches are defined by evaluating the scrutinee e to a determinate result 1 M requires trace-complete sets of input-output examples, called partial functions { i → ex i } i ∈[n] , and includes them in the expression grammar to resolve recursive calls to the function being synthesized (cf. C I O in §1). In addition to the usability implications of the trace-completeness requirement, the technical formulation is complicated by a non-standard value compatibility notion [Osera and Zdancewic 2015, §3.3] , to approximate value equality when treating a partial function as a "lookup table."
2 The G C rule provides a second antidote for trace-completeness: when guessing an expression fix f (λx . e) to fill ?? h , the extended hole-filling F, h → fix f (λx . e) "ties the recursive knot" before checking example consistency. But because functions can always be synthesized "eagerly" by R F -and because large terms, such as recursive functions, are unlikely to be guessed in their entirety ( §5)-this source of expressiveness is not needed in practice. and gathering those which share the constructor head C i . The final premise ensures that every example is distributed to the subgoal for some branch.
Note that B C includes a "knob" that can be turned: the scrutinee e could be allowed to evaluate to an indeterminate result, subsequently constrained by live unevaluating examples of the form C i ⊤. In our current presentation, however, we choose not to introduce this additional source of expressiveness and non-determinism.
Soundness. The following defines correctness of the C S M synthesis pipeline. F ; ∆ ′ , then Σ ⊢ F : ∆ ∪ ∆ ′ and F |= A.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implemented the C S M synthesis algorithm as an OCaml server and added support within the S S programming system [Chugh et al. 2016; Mayer et al. 2018 ] to interface with the newly-created backend. Our server implementation consists of approximately 3,400 lines of OCaml code and our extension to S S consists of approximately 2,000 lines of Elm code.
Compared to the core language, our implementation supports Haskell/Elm-like syntax, n-ary tuples, let-bindings, and let-bound recursive function definitions. Our implementation also supports higher-order function examples, following the formulation of Osera and Zdancewic [2015] ; this feature is orthogonal to the extensions in our work. Our prototype lacks many of the syntactic conveniences used in code listings in the paper such as nested pattern matching, infix list operators (::) and (++), and type inference for holes. Moreover, to ensure termination, we do not support recursive functions whose first argument is not structurally decreasing. None of the differences pose fundamental challenges, but they do result in slightly different input and output.
Optimizations. We adopt two main optimizations from M [Osera 2015; Osera and Zdancewic 2015] . The first is to optimize term guessing by restricting EG rules to proof relevant terms [Anderson et al. 1992 ] and caching them for use across different paths of the synthesis search. The second is to employ a synthesis staging approach to incrementally increase the maximum branching depth, the size of terms to guess as scrutinees, and the size of terms to guess in other goal positions.
Experiments
In addition to our qualitative analysis of using S M to construct the examples from §2, we evaluated our implementation of S M quantitatively by running it against the set of benchmarks used to test M . Below, we describe a baseline configuration to compare S M to M , followed by two experiments to evaluate the effects of how S M (a) eliminates the trace-completeness requirement and (b) supports sketching.
Experiment 0: Baseline Configuration. If the user supplies no program sketch to S M whatsoever, then S M should behave exactly the same as M (sans some more advanced optimizations). And, indeed, the first column of Figure 11 indicates that S M passes 37 out of 43 of the same benchmarks in a very similar amount of time.
Of the remaining 6 not successfully synthesized in our implementation, M finds an "insideout" solution for several that pattern matches on a call to the recursive function being synthesized. We hypothesize that "turning the B C knob" (cf. §4.2) would provide the necessary expressiveness to synthesize such solutions, though the additional nondeterminism would need to be tamed. We hypothesize that the remaining examples could be synthesized in S M if extended with additional advanced optimizations described in [Osera 2015 ].
Experiment 1: Fewer Examples. For the second column of Figure 11 , we manually removed examples from all but the most basic test suite program (bool_neg requires two examples to be synthesized correctly) and ran the synthesis algorithm with the smaller set of examples.
For this experiment, we marked a solution as correct if it conformed to the input-output example suite from the baseline configuration. We then used a simple heuristic to rank correct solutions: sort them by AST size and show the (at most) top-3 non-recursive solutions and the (at most) top-3 recursive solutions. We call this subset of solutions the solution window. Because of the weaker specification, S M typically synthesizes many more solutions than in the baseline configuration; however, for each synthesis task, S M synthesized a correct solution in the solution window, on average needing 55% of the number of examples and taking less than twice the amount of time as in first column (and sometimes even faster).
Experiment 2: General Sketching Strategies. To evaluate the expressiveness of sketching, we devised a small set of sketching strategies, tested them on each of the applicable M benchmark programs, and recorded the results in Figure 12, Figure 13 , and Figure 14 . Specifically, we identified three generally-applicable sketching strategies:
(i) an outer match sketch that performs case analysis on the correct argument of the function but leaves holes in the branches of the case expression;
(ii) a tail-recursive sketch that performs case analysis on the recursive argument of the function, returns the accumulator variable in the base case, and leaves a hole in the recursive branch; and (iii) a base case sketch that performs case analysis on the correct argument of the function, fills in the base case properly, and leaves a hole in the recursive branch.
The first and third of these strategies can be applied semi-automatically (but require user input for selecting the correct variable to match on and, in the case of the general recursion sketch, what the base case should be) while the second strategy is can be applied fully automatically (but only to tail-recursive functions). Of the 37 benchmark programs, the outer match strategy was applicable to 31 programs, the tail-recursive strategy was applicable to 2 programs, and the base case strategy was applicable to 22 programs.
The outer match sketch strategy provides very little additional information to the synthesizer (only the first scrutinee to match against), and, accordingly, the results of the experiment indicate that not much is gained in terms of the number of examples that the user must provide to the program. The main benefit of this strategy is helping to narrow the search space for the synthesizer, as well as helping prevent overspecialization when providing very few examples (such as for bool_and, bool_bor, and bool_impl, as shown in Figure 12 ).
The tail-recursive sketch strategy has the benefit of being completely automatable due to the consistent structure of tail-recursive functions. However, because it only applies to tail-recursive function, it is much more limited in its applicability. When applicable, though, the additional information that it provides to the synthesizer is significant, and can drastically cut down the number of examples the user needs to specificy, as shown in Figure 13 .
A middle ground between the previous two strategies is the base case sketch strategy: it is applicable to all recursive functions and provides significant additional information to the synthesizer, at the cost of not being fully automatable. Figure 14 reveals the dramatic difference in the number of examples the user needs to specify after having sketched out the base case of the recursive function at hand. On average, only 28% of the examples needed for specifying a function in M were needed when applying the base case sketch strategy. No benchmark program for which this strategy was applicable (i.e., recursive functions) required more than 3 examples, with a mean of 1.78 examples being necessary.
RELATED WORK
Program synthesis is a large and active research area; Gulwani et al. [2017] provide a recent survey of developments. Our work directly extends the example-based techniques of Osera and Zdancewic [2015] , so we discussed technical differences between M and S M throughout the paper. We limit our discussion below to other work closely related to our goals and techniques. Program Sketching. The sketching approach to synthesis-where holes in the program are constrained by ordinary assert statements-has been most thoroughly studied in two systems. S [Solar-Lez 2008; Solar-Lezama 2009; Solar-Lezama et al. 2005 ] is an imperative, C-like language in which holes ?? are completed at compile-time. R Bodik 2013, 2014] is an untyped functional language based on Racket [Flatt and PLT 2010] in which holes are generated dynamically (via the define-symbolic operator) and constraints are collected through a combination of concrete and symbolic execution; the program demands hole completions later during evaluation (via the synthesize operator). Holes in both S and R range over integer-typed expressions.
Sketching has not yet been formally investigated in the context of richly-typed functional programming languages. Our work addresses the question of how to extend example-based synthesis techniques for such languages with support for sketching. In contrast, S [Polikarpova et al. 2016 driven by logical specifications (e.g. SMT-based refinement types in S )-it would thus be natural to extend their approaches with direct support for sketching. Example-based and logicbased specifications are complementary-examples may fare better (i.e., in terms of specification size) for functions which expose some representation details to clients, while logical specifications fare better for those which do not [Polikarpova et al. 2016, § 4.3] . Combining these techniques in a functional sketching system is an interesting direction for future work.
Live Evaluation. We borrow the technique for partially evaluating sketches from H L [Omar et al. 2019] . We note several technical differences in our formulation.
We choose a natural semantics presentation [Kahn 1987 ] for C S M rather than one based on substitution. Because H L results are simply expressions, their fill-andresume mechanism is defined using substitution and reduction; we formulated a separate notion of results and resumption to evaluate them. However, we expect that C S M expressions could be elaborated to an internal language-akin to our results, extended with variables-for evaluation; we leave the details to future work. Final results in H L are indeterminate expressions or values; determinate results here include non-values, e.g., (r 1 , r 2 ) where either component is indeterminate.
H L supports binary sums and products, and their implementation [Hazel Team 2019] extends the system with recursive functions and primitive lists; we formulate C S M with recursive functions and named, recursive algebraic datatypes because of our goal to extend M . H L also includes hole types to support gradual typing [Siek and Taha 2006; Siek et al. 2015] , a language feature orthogonal to the (expression) synthesis motivations for our work. Omar et al. [2019] present a bidirectional type system [Chlipala et al. 2005 ; Pierce and Turner 2000] that, given type-annotated functions, computes hole environments ∆; the same approach can be employed in our setting without complication.
Bidirectional Evaluation. Several proposals define unevaluators, or backward evaluators, that allow changes to the output value of an expression to affect changes to the expression. Perera et al. [2012] propose an unevaluator that, given an output modified with value holes, slices away program expressions that do not contribute to the parts of the output that remain-useful in an interactive debugging session, for example. Matsuda and Wang [2018] propose a bidirectional evaluatorwhich forms a lens [Foster et al. 2007 ]-for manipulating first-order values in a language of residual expressions, containing no function applications in elimination positions. Mayer et al. [2018] generalize this approach to arbitrary programs and values in a higher-order functional language, effectively mapping output value changes to program repairs.
An environment-style semantics is purposely chosen for each of the above unevaluators, because value environments provide a sufficient mechanism for tracing value provenance during evaluation. In contrast, our unevaluator could just as easily be formulated with substitution; in either style, hole expressions are labeled with unique identifiers, which provide the necessary information to generate example constraints.
CONCLUSION
This paper brings together program sketching-previously developed using constraint-based synthesis techniques with static verification-and example-based synthesis techniques with dynamic verification, within a richly-typed functional programming language. Along the way, we addressed a shortcoming of state-of-the-art example-based synthesis, namely, the reliance on trace-complete examples from the user.
We believe that granularly interleaving synthesis with evaluation, "live" throughout the program development process, will contribute to the vision of a truly usable programmer's assistant [Teitelman 1972 ]. Several challenges remain to achieve this long-term goal. First, our techniques need to be extended with support for common features, such as type polymorphism, imperative updates, modules, and constructs for parallelism. Second, it will be important to provide additional ways for users to communicate intent, for example, with syntax constraints to define grammars of desired completions [Alur et al. 2013 ] and feedback to label desirable and undesirable parts of candidate solutions [Peleg et al. 2018 ]. Heuristics and ranking algorithms-taking into account existing code repositories (e.g. [Feng et al. 2017; Gvero et al. 2013] ) and edit histories-must also be developed for situations where a large number of candidate solutions are synthesized. Furthermore, synthesis results must be explained and visualized in more comprehensible ways-because example-based techniques can be prone to subtle biases, because synthesis will not always find a complete solution, and because user intent often evolves during development. To serve as a practical tool for programming, these challenges need to be addressed while delivering good performance, interactivity, and predictability.
A APPENDIX
This section provides additional definitions for §3 and §4, including changes to definitions in §3 required to support the assertions A presented in §4.
A.1 Type Checking Figure 15 defines type checking for results and examples.
Result Typing
Σ ; ∆ ⊢ (r 1 , r 2 ) : (T 1 , T 2 ) The progress property is complicated by the fact that, in a big-step semantics, non-terminating computations are not necessarily distinguished from stuck ones [Leroy and Grall 2009] . Using a technique similar to that described by Ancona [2014] , we augment evaluation with a natural k that limits the beta-reduction depth of an evaluation derivation. The augmented evaluation judgment E ⊢ e ⇒ r k ⊣ A (Figure 16 ) asserts that evaluation produced a particular result or that it reached the specified depth before doing so. (Augmented evaluation also collects assertions A, as described in §4.) [EF L ] E ⊢ e ⇒ 0 Fig. 17 . Evaluation failure (due to inconsistent assertion or fuel exhaustion) Figure 16 shows how the evaluation judgment can be augmented to add fuel that limits the depth of beta reductions that can occur during evaluation. Note that for simplicity, the fuel is only depleted in recursive invocations that extend the environment. Also note that this relation is exactly the same as the ordinary evaluation relation, except for the beta-depth-limit k. As such, a progress theorem proven over this relation reflects the properties of the original evaluation relation. Figure 17 is a new relation that captures the scenarios in which evaluation fails-namely, an assertion over inconsistent results. In non-assert cases, a failure to evaluate a subterm is simply propagated upwards. Because it calls into evaluation for some rules, it might not terminate and is thus forced to have a beta-depth-limit as well. In Section 3, the rule E L was described as being part of the evaluation judgment, but here we have moved it to EF L in the failure judgment, which permits the intuitive interpretation that failure occurs either in the case of an ordinary assertion failure, or whenever fuel runs out, whereas the evaluation judgment only goes through if it terminates. Figure 18 defines how to resume partially evaluated expressions.
A.3 Resumption
P
A.3 (F R ). If E ⊢ e ⇒ r and F ⊢ r ⇒ r ′ , then E ′ ⊢ F e ⇒ r ′ where F ⊢ E ⇒ E ′ . If − ⊢ e ⇒ r and F ⊢ r ⇒ r ′ , then − ⊢ F e ⇒ r ′ . A.4 Example Satisfaction and Checking Figure 19 defines extensions to example satisfaction and live bidirectional example checking when evaluation is extended with assertions.
Resumption
Example Satisfaction (changes to Figure 6 ) F ⊢ e |= X F ⊢ r |= ex [S ] Filter (X ) = (E 1 ⊢ • |= ex 1 ), . . ., (E n ⊢ • |= ex n )
Live Bidirectional Example Checking (changes to Figure 7 Fig. 19 . Example Satisfaction and Checking. Extended with evaluation and resumption assertions.
1:36
Justin Lubin, Nick Collins, Cyrus Omar, and Ravi Chugh Figure 20 defines the merge operations for constraints.
A.5 Unevaluation Constraint Merging
Step(h 1 → X 1 , . . ., h n → X n ; F ) K ′ 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ K ′ n Σ ; ∆ ;
Step ( 
